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Out Deco Living offers a wide range of Synthetic
Turf to cater for most areas you require, whether it
is your garden, playing fields, commercial develop-

Out Deco Living Synthetic Turf will give
you everything you'll need for gorgeous, easymaintenance landscapes for every corner of your
property. Synthetic Turf is friendly for the environment - plus it's safe for both pets and kids. Just call
Out Deco Living team and we'll make sure you'll
have everything you need for your new landscape
that will stand up to the test of time.

www.outdecoliving.com.au

ments, roadsides, estates and parklands. Made to
last up to 15 – 20 years, and with up to 8 years
manufacturer’s and colour fading warranty. All our
Turf is cut with the latest Technology and manufactured from the highest quality components in the
world, making our range of products stronger, safer,
softer, & more realistic than any other turf on the
market! No matter what synthetic turf solution you
are after, Out Deco Living experts have you covered! We have products to suit any budget for domestic and commercial projects.

OUTDECO LIVING
One Stop Shop for Synthetic Turf Installation

Product Range &
Specifications

Contemporary

Name:

Out Deco Signature Turf

Pile Height:

40mm

Gauge:

3/8”

Dtex:

11500

Density:

18900

Roll Width:

2 or 4 metres

Length:

0.5m up to 25 metres

Backing:

PP Cross-linked

Warranty:

8 year

Natural Looking

Turf Specification:

Visit our showroom
Step 1. Excavate existing surface up to 100mm in depth.
Step 2. Apply 75mm of crushed rocks (12mm-20mm).
Step 3. Wet area and compact accordingly.
Step 4. Apply 25mm of crushers dust (5mm).
Step 5. Wet area and compact area again.
Step 6. Lay Out Deco Living synthetic turf and use utility knife to cut to size from back of turf.
Step 7. Secure perimeter by using Out Deco 150mm nails at 300mm intervals.
Step 8. Apply 10mm of Out Deco Living silica dry sand over turf and use bristle broom and
sweep back and forth motion until sand is at bottom of turf.
Step 9. DIY Completed!
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